OATAO is an open access repository that collects the work of Toulouse researchers and makes it freely available over the web where possible. This is an author-deposited version published in : http://oatao. Abstract -Thermogravitational separation has until now, been used in different heated vertical cells called thermogravitational columns. The cell can be an annular cavity with two isothermal faces maintained at different temperatures. The main objective of this paper is to study the two dimensional coupled convection with thermodiffusion process. It concerns a theoretical and numerical investigation of species separation in a binary liquid mixture saturating a horizontal porous annulus space where the inner cylinder is heated isothermally. This kind of geometry is used instead of the annular vertical cell, hence the novelty of this technique. Analytical resolution is performed using the perturbation method function of time versus the corresponding physics (Raleigh and Lewis numbers. . . ). Results reveal that the separation can be increased with an optimum for small values of Rayleigh number. Further, these values are less important than the critical value of Raleigh leading to the loss of unicellular flow stability found in literature.
Introduction
Thermogravitational diffusion is the combination of two phenomena; convection and thermodiffusion. Coupling these two phenomena leads to species separation constituting a mixture of gas or liquid unfilled a welldefined geometrical space.
A literature survey related to this topic revealed that previous studies are substantially orientated toward the study of concave geometries and only few works deal with this type of geometry in the presence of porous media. Most of them are numerical studies. Clusius and Dickel [1] are among the first in the field: they have successfully carried out the separation of gas mixtures in a vertical cavity heated from one side (thermogravitational column, TGC). Soon thereafter Furry et al. [2] have developed a theoretical and experimental study on thermogravitation species separation in binary mixtures (FJO Theory) in order to interpret the experimental processes of isotope separation. Subsequently, many works appeared, in order to justify or extend the FJO theory and results on the binary liquid case [3] . Furthermore, other research a Corresponding author: oussama.abahri@gmail.com on the improvement of experimental devices to increase separation can be found in literature. In this regard, Lorenz et al. [4] proposed the introduction of a porous medium into the cavity. Later, still regarding this topic, Caltagirone [5] used the perturbation method by developing the temperature and stream function in terms of Rayleigh number until order 3, to provide solution for low flow regimes. Thereafter, Burns and Yien [6] treated a steady flow with other types of boundary conditions for the inner cylinder (i.e. uniform temperature or imposed flow). They used the finite difference method for solving the linear system based on the S.O.R procedure and found the Caltagirone results for Dirichlet boundary conditions for the temperature. Later, Bau [7] investigated the effect of the cylindrical eccentricity on heat transfer, using a perturbation method with Rayleigh number as a development parameter. Indeed, Himasekhar [8] used the Galerkin method developed at higher levels to analyze the stability of two-dimensional unicellular flow with two different approaches. The first approach estimates the convergence of the obtained solution in terms of entire series of Rayleigh number, while the second one focuses on the linear stability of the obtained solution for radius ratios ranging between 2 1/8 and 2. Thus, they determine the critical Rayleigh numbers of transition between two-dimensional systems based on the radius ratio R. Dyko et al. [9] considered both linear and nonlinear stability of two-dimensional flow, using linear theory and the energy method. This study allows defining the criteria for the onset of the secondary flows observed experimentally. In fact, they obtained a critical Rayleigh number that delimited the flow stability from the linear stability analysis. Indeed, a subcritical Rayleigh number that defines a necessary condition for global flow stability was determined using the energy method. Therefore, Desrayaud et al. [10] consider thermogravitational separation of binary mixture and pure fluid in a horizontal annulus space delimited by two concentric and isothermal cylinders. They developed an analytical model able to describe the phenomenological equation of heat and mass transfer occurring in this space.
Also, Mojtabi et al. [11] obtained the following correlation for average Nusselt number in an annular space as a function of the Rayleigh number based on the layer thick-
This correlation is still valid for an inner temperature higher than the outer one (T i > T e ). It is sufficient to describe heat transfer inside the annular space for all values of Ra lower than 200. The difference compared with the numerical results is even smaller than the inner radius is less than √ 2. Under such conditions, an experimental visualization by Christiansen effect highlighted the existence ofunicellular and bi-cellular flows for different aspect ratios.
Recently works on the annular configuration, take into account changes in fluids properties (i.e. the Boussinesq assumption is no valid) thus the local thermal equilibrium between phases is not retained; T s = T F . Otherwise, preliminary studies concerning unicellular steady state flow characterized by a single convective cell in the annular layer was performed by [6] . More recently, Hadidi et al. [12] studied the double-diffusive free convective heat and mass transfer phenomena in a rectangular inclined cavity bounded by two adiabatic and impermeable horizontal walls and two isothermal vertical sides filled with two parallel porous layers. Results indicate that the permeability of the two porous layers has a significant effect on the flow behavior and heat transfer. According to the numerical analysis three regimes has been distinguished; a diffusive regime for low values of R K (permeability ratio), a transition regime where the mean Nusselt and Sherwood numbers increase with an increase of R K and an asymptotic regime where Nu and Sh become independent of R K .
Thorough analytical and numerical analysis conducted recently by Khouzam et al. [13] on species separation process in a binary fluid mixture within a horizontal rectangular cavity heated either from the top or the bottom, it was shown that the separation is controlled by horizontal temperature gradient and the upper moving wall. Further, in addition to five parameters setting the general problem, namely Ra, Pe, Pr, Le and ψ; the optimal separation solution is also influenced by the mass Peclet and Rayleigh numbers.
The present paper investigates analytically and numerically the separation of a binary mixture and pure fluid within a porous horizontal annulus. Both the inner and outer cylinders are heated isothermally, respectively T i and T o with T i > T o . In other words, we propose a new procedure coupling the convection and the thermodiffusion to obtain an important separation between the top and the bottom of the annular horizontal porous layer. This kind of geometry is used instead of the annular vertical cell and the classical rectangular one studied by Elhajjar et al. [14] or that of Oueslati et al. [15] , hence the novelty of this technique.
Mathematical formulation
It should be recalled that thermodiffusion effect induces a mass fraction gradient in binary fluid mixtures subjected to a temperature gradient. In addition to the usual isothermal contribution, there is an additional contribution proportional to the concentration, so that:
where D is the mass diffusion coefficient, D T the thermodiffusion coefficient, ρ the density, and C the mass fraction of the denser component. The investigated problem is illustrated schematically in Figure 1 , which consists of an annular porous layer between two coaxial horizontal cylinders of length L. The inner cylinder of radius r i is at fixed warm temperature T i while the outer cylinder of radius r e is maintained at constant and uniform temperature T e with T e < T i .
Darcy's law is assumed valid where fluid and solid phases are in local thermal equilibrium. It is also assumed that viscous dissipation, compressibility and Dufour effects are neglected [14] because of their minor influence on liquid mixture. Also, the Boussinesq approximation is invoked for binary fluid properties to relate the density changes to temperature and concentration and to couple in this way the temperature and concentration fields to the flow field: Here, β T and β c are the coefficients of thermal and solutal expansion, respectively, while ρ 0 is the fluid mixture reference density at temperature T 0 and mass fraction c 0 . Under these assumptions, the equations of continuity, momentum, energy and chemical species are cast in their dimensional form as follow:
Here it was assumed that there is little variation in the term C (1 − C) of the species equation, so that it can be replaced by C 0 (1 − C 0 ); with C 0 the initial mass fraction.
Equations ( 
Thus, the dimensionless governing conservation equations for mass, momentum, energy and chemical species are:
The studied problem depends on five non-dimensional parameters; the thermal filtration Rayleigh number Ra = gβ
) and the aspect ratio R = r e /r i .
Here σ = (ρc) * /(ρc) f where (ρc) * is the effective volumetric heat capacity of the porous medium, and a * the effective thermal diffusivity of the porous medium.
Using polar coordinates (r, ϕ) and the associated local database (e r , e ϕ ), the velocity can be defined by:
The vector e Z takes the following form: e z = cos (ϕ) e r − sin(ϕ)e ϕ . With V r and V ϕ are the radial and tangential velocity component, respectively.
Using stream function formalism, the velocity components can be expressed as:
The continuity equation is identically satisfied, by taking the rotational of Darcy's equation. Studying the steady state we have to solve the following system:
The corresponding dimensionless boundary conditions are:
For symmetric regime and single-cell system r varies in the range [1-R] , with R = r e /r i . Moreover, a new variable can be introduced in function of temperature and the concentration η = C − T .Thus, the coupled system takes the form:
3 Results and discussion
Analytical results
An analytical resolution, of the coupled mass, energy and momentum equations (Eqs. (8) to (10)) using the perturbation method is conducted in this section. The development is performed till second order.
Perturbation method is an approximation technique based on the principle of asymptotic expansion; the proposed solution is generally represented by the first developed terms. This development may involve a parameter (large or small) that appears in the equations, or that artificially introduced. It is called disturbance parameter.
In the present study, this method leads to express temperature, stream function and concentration as an expansion of Rayleigh number:
By introducing these three expressions in Equations (8) to (10), we obtain an infinite sequence of coupled partial differential equations that can be solved analytically by recurrence. The zero order is given by:
The following equation system is resulting from the development at order 1:
The system developed at order 2 is given by:
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At order N the equations that can be solved analytically take the following general form:
Le r Taking into account the boundary conditions of temperature and concentration and after direct integration, the following expressions are obtained for zero order:
By recurrence and after replacing T 0 and η 0 by their expressions in Equation (14) the following partial differential equation is obtained:
Using the separation of variables method, the solution at order 1 of Equation (23) is:
The same procedure is applied to the temperature where the following equation should be solved:
(26) In this case, the corresponding solution of Equation (25) takes the following form:
where, a i are coefficients that depend only on the ratio R and the separation factor sp.
Similarly η takes the form partial differential equation form as the temperature:
(29) Then, the solution of this equation is:
where, b i are coefficients that depend only on the ratio R and the factor sp. Further, the concentration c (i) are identified using the relationship between:
After injecting the temperature, the concentration and the current function found previously at order 1 and order in Equation (17), and after using the separation variables method, the current function at order 2 (ψ 2 ) takes the following form:
Concerning the temperature at order 2, this variable assumes the general following form:
And also for the concentration:
where c i , f T (r), f η (r), g T (r), and g η (r) are function of R and the separation factor Expressions of temperature, stream function and concentration at a given point will be approximated by the three equations developed earlier:
Here, the perturbation method is applicable only for small values of Rayleigh number.
Numerical results
To highlight the developed analytical method, analytical results are compared against those obtained by solving the basic equations of the coupled model. It is undertaken using COMSOL Multiphysics code [16] which is a powerful environment for modeling and solving a variety of research and engineering problems based on the finite element method (FE). Moreover, this software is particularly adapted for the treatment of Multiphysical problems where several phenomena are simultaneously studied. Thus, the assessment of the incidence of heat and mass transfer on other phenomena such as the ingress of aggressive agents (chlorides, ions) and the ingress of pollutants (Volatile Organic Compounds) becomes possible. Also, different kind of meshes are easily generated which is more convenient for 3D studies. It is obvious that the accuracy of numerical results is function of the mesh size.
To find a proper grid size, a grid testing is performed using various grid combinations (90 × 10 to 180 × 20) of control volumes. For each grid size, separation (S) and Nusselt number (Nu) are presented in Figure 2 for Ra = 10, sp = 0.1, R = 35/32 and Le = 100. Throughout this investigation, grid sizes greater or equal than 150 × 20 are sufficient to have a solution independent of the mesh. Hence, considering both the accuracy and the computational costs, most computations reported in the current work were performed with a multiple grid system of 150 × 20, leading to good agreement between the numerical and analytical results. Figure 3 represents the isoconcentration lines within an annular space of aspect ratio r = 35/32, obtained for different Ra (0.1, 10 and 100, respectively). In order to highlight the effect of Ra alone, both Lewis number, R and sp were kept constant at values. As seen, the form of the isoconcentration line is affected by the increasing value of Ra. Increasing the Rayleigh number intensifies distortions of the concentration profiles, particularly in the vicinity of the two poles. In fact, for a low value of Ra (0.1), it can be seen that these isoconcentrations have quasi-uniform and homogeneous radial distribution along the horizontal cell. This means that the separation is mainly due to the thermodiffusion where the role of the convection is almost negligible. When increasing Ra, convection velocity rises; this affects the isoconcentrations curvatures; so that concentration plumes emerge above the poles of the inner cylinder, which signal an increase in the mass transfer rate, as is indicated in Figure 3b . Therefore, we approach increasingly from horizontal separation, in which case the coupling convection/ thermodiffusion is optimal. For Ra = 100, the convection develops compared to the thermodiffusion, this promotes instability of the isoconcentrations repartition and therefore the separation decreases significantly.
Comparison between analytical and numerical results
In this section, we compared results of a numerical solution obtained by the finite element method (COM-SOL) to those given by an analytical method developed above. The analytical method used to solve the coupled Equations (8)- (10) with the associated boundary conditions (7) is a perturbation technique based on the principle of asymptotic expansion with a development till second order. The developed perturbation method is applicable only for low Rayleigh numbers.
The comparison is based on the main variables of the problem; namely the stream function (ψ); temperature (T ), mean Nusselt number (Nu) and separation (S). The global Nusselt number characterizing the rate of total heat transfer is defined as the ratio of the total heat flux to the conductive heat flux through the same surface. Thus, the internal and external Nusselt can be defined as follow:
The separation factor (S) is defined as the difference of the mass fractions of the heavier component between two points [(R + 1)/2] φ=0 and [(R+1)/2] φ=π as shown in Figure 4 . Thus, separation is: S = C max −C min . Maximum separation means an optimal coupling between the thermodiffusion and convection. According to the reference variable adopted for the mass fraction, separation is always greater than 1. The comparison of numerical and analytical stream function, separation and temperature results is illustrated in Table 1 and Figure 5 . Upon inspection of Table 1 it is observed that the comparison of temperature behavior is globally in good agreement. It is also noted a good agreement for the values of Nusselt number for a wide range of Ra, the maximum deviation was within one percent.
While a slight difference not more than 6% between analytical and numerical results of the stream function values is observed. We noted that the stream function vanishes on the walls (r = 1 and r = R = 35/32), this is due to the condition of adhesion to the surface; then it present an extremum for r = 1.06 (-0.123814 and -0.127929 for numerical and analytical results, respectively).
For the Separation the maximum deviation increases with the Rayleigh number. Analytical values for the separation are slightly lower than that calculated numerically. The results are very close at low Ra number, the maximum deviation increases with Ra (i.e. the error passes from 0.1% for Ra = 0.1 to 5.4% for Ra = 0.5).
The various results presented allow us to conclude that the analytical perturbation method developed till second order is more appropriate for small values of Ra.
In the following, to better understand the considered phenomenon it is instructive to study the effects of several parameters on the separation "S". The invoked parameters are the Rayleigh and Lewis numbers with the annulus dimension. Table 2 highlights the evolving separation within the porous annular space according to Ra for three main values of the separation factor (sp). These values are: sp = 0.1305; 0.12 and 0.1. Results indicate that the separation factor sp does not entail any significant change in the separation (S) for all Ra values. Subsequently, the value of sp will be set equal to 1.
In order to highlight the effect of Ra alone, both Lewis number, separation factor (sp) and gap ratio (R) were kept constant at values equal to 100, 0.1 and 35/32, respectively. Figure 6 shows the separation factor versus Ra in the range Ra = 0 to 50. A detailed investigation of the result show that the optimal separation is at Ra = 1.75. This maximum corresponds to the optimal coupling between convection and thermal diffusion. By raising Ra, the separation predictions show a gradual dip and then assume an asymptotic trend so that the effect of Ra on the separation seems to be insignificant. For slightly high Ra values, the flow is intense and it does not provide sufficient separation. In contrast, for low Ra numbers, convection is smaller compared with the thermal-diffusion which controls separation time. Furthermore, numerical calculations have been performed for different Lewis numbers. This number provides a measure of thermal diffusivity of a fluid to its mass diffusivity. Thus when Lewis number equals one, the thermal diffusivity equals to the mass diffusivity. This means that heat and species diffuse with the same characteristic time and the isothermal lines are congruent with the isoconcentration lines. Lewis number in the ongoing investigation was varied in the range from 0 to 100 as depicted in Figure 7 showing separation versus Ra.
Results shown in this figure indicate that the maximum separation value is practically independent on the Lewis number. Furthermore, the results also point out direct impact of Lewis number on the optimum Ra; they are inversely proportional. In fact, the optimal Rayleigh is even small when Lewis number increases (i.e : Ra opt = 1.75; 3.75 for Le = 100 and 50, respectively).
To highlight the effects caused by changing the radius ratio (R) on the Separation, Figure 8 depict the separation following different annulus dimension and three aspect ratios; R = 35/32 (narrow gap), R and R = 2 1/2 (wide gap). The ratio (R) characterizing the annulus dimension is defined as a ratio between the outer and the inner radii of the crown (R = r e /r i ). As can be seen, the ratio R has an influence on both the maximum separation and the optimum Rayleigh number. Indeed, reducing the dimensionless ratio (R), improve both the To achieve the effect of dimensionless parameter on the separation we focused on the influence of the crown section characterized by the gap width e = (r e − r i ). The dependence of the separation on the gap (e) is displayed in Table 2 showing the optimal separation for Le = 100, sp = 0.1 and R =1.09375. Note that the annular space width (e) vary in multiples of the lowest value (e = 3) corresponding to r e = 35 and r i = 32. It follows that the optimal separation remains substantially constant around 13.5 regardless of the gap width e. In contrast, the optimal Rayleigh (Ra opt ) decreases when increasing diameters, therefore the gap (e).
In the general formalism the radii ratio is involved, in reality separation also depends on other quantities (dimension). Therefore, it is interesting to consider the same thickness (e) case and vary the mean radius of the crown; e = (r e + r i )/2, just like R. Thus; Table 3 also illustrates separation (S) according to the average radius. The increase in the prediction separation is vivid as (e ) is increased; this is due to the behavior of the mixture inside the cell. Increasing the mean radius will raise the workspace with considerable concentration distribution at the vicinity of the outer cylinder leading to a migration of the heavier component to the coldest side by simple diffusion. This component will be advected to the left side of the cell by convection so that the accumulation of the concentration difference between the top and bottom of the cell concentration creates great separation. In contrast to the previous case, the prediction of the optimal Rayleigh shows a growth as (e ) increases.
Conclusion
This paper focuses on the characterization of binary fluid separation process in annular porous layer A horizontal annular cell is used instead of the rectangular cell, hence the novelty of this technique.
In a first part, an analytical resolution, of the coupled mass, energy and momentum equations, using the perturbation method was conducted. The development was performed till second order. Regarding the encouraging results obtained for temperature and stream function solutions, it was observed that for high values of the Rayleigh number (Ra above the optimal) concentration diverges (concentration varies proportionally with the Rayleigh number), although the value of Nusselt are in very good agreement with the numerical results.
In a second part, several numerical simulations, using the finite element method were performed to corroborate the results obtained analytically. These simulations allow a good agreement with the analytical temperature fields, the stream function and the separation parameter especially for Ra values less than the optimum.
Then, a parametric study based on the Rayleigh number Lewis number, separation factor porosity and characteristic size of the annular configuration was performed. It shown that for low ratios of R, the separation is optimal and varies proportionally with the increase of the mean radius.
Further experimental works are required as perspective to check the real functionality of the proposed annular geometry.
